


Movement and 
orientation
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dispersal hominghunting migration

Hitching – undirected movement
Taxis – following a direct measure of goal
Ded Reckoning = path integration – requires logging
Piloting  - requires a map (familiarity)   
Navigation = Targeting distant goals across unfamiliar territory 

– requires a map and a compass
Charting – requires a map, compass, and “map sense”

“Attributes”



Taxis Strategy Dead Reckoning Piloting strategy 
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Hitching Strategy

Navigation 

Charting

dispersal hominghunting migration
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Who can detect the earth’s magnetic field?



Analysis of Body Position of Cattle Using Google Earth. We determined the axial 
directions of 8,510 cattle of 308 randomly selected localities (pastures) from six 
continents: Africa (Morocco, South Africa), Asia (India), Australia, Europe (Belgium, 
Denmark, France, Germany, Ireland, Netherlands, Russia, United Kingdom), North 
America (Connecticut, Kansas, Massachusetts, Montana, New York, Oregon, 
Texas), and South America (Argentina) by using satellite images freely available 
at Google Earth mapping services.

Cattle           Roe Deer           Red Deer

Begal et al 2008 PNAS
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lobster
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Field test

Boles & Lohmann (2003) Nature 521:60-63.



tritonia
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Drosophila
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Gegear et al., (2008) Nature 454:1014-1018

Naïve
trained

Cryptochrome mutants cannot learn a magnetic field



What does a magnetosensor 
look like?



magnetite
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Physical Biologist
Magnetite based magnetoreception? 

Walker et al., 1997 Nature 390:371.

Blackmore 1975



mechanosensory mutants   |        AFD neuron mutants

A. Vidal-Gadea et al., “Magnetosensitive neurons 
mediate geomagnetic orientation in Caenorhabditis
elegans,” eLife, doi:10.7554/eLife.07493, 2015.

but….



Cornea?
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Wegner, Begall and Burda (2006) Magnetic compass in the cornea: local 
anaesthesia impairs orientation in a mammal. JEB 209:4747-4750.

magnetite

Nest Site
Control                 Anesthestized 

Cornea



Molerat
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Nemec et al (2001) Science 294:366-368

C-fos staining



Light dependent
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Vision mediated magnetic sense

“radical pairs hypothesis” or “chemical sense”

Cry gene
cryptochrome opsin



Drosophila
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Gegear et al., (2008) Nature 454:1014-1018

Naïve
trained

Cryptochrome mutants cannot learn a magnetic field





ISCA1



ISCA1



Moreover, the extraordinarily large edge-to-edge distance of ~30–
50 Å between the active site of cryptochrome (FAD and the 
tryptophan triad) and the nearest iron sulphur cluster from the ISCA1 
polymer makes the polymer rather useless for a possible electron 
transfer to/from the cryptochrome and thus also unlikely to influence 
cryptochrome magnetoreceptive properties.

but….



Lohmann Lab
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Ocean Currents

Juvenile Turtle Path

Hatching

Foraging Area
Juvenile feeding

Don’t write here

Breeding Area



Males return to foraging areas 
After breeding

Adults 
migrate to 
breeding areas

Nearshore foraging areas 
(immature and adult turtles)

Pelagic Nursery Stage
(5-20 years in the 
open ocean)

After laying a final 
clutch of eggs, females 
also return to the 
foraging areas

Shallow-water internesting area

(females return to 
nest ~ every 2 weeks)

Eggs hatch in 
about 50 - 80 days; 
hatchlings emerge 
and enter the ocean

Breeding Area

Foraging Area

Nesting Area

Open Sea



Migration stages
How does a Hatchling find the Sea?
How does a Hatchling find the deep Sea?
How does a young turtle navigate the N.Atlantic Gyre?
How does an immature turtle identify a feeding ground?
How does a pair meet at a Breeding ground?
How does a female find her natal beach?
How does a male migrate back to his Feeding ground?
How does a female migrate back to her Feeding ground?

Don’t write here



How does a hatchling find the sea?
What cues
are available?

Don’t write here



Hatchling experiment

Salmon, M., Wyneken, J., Fritz, E., and Lucas, M. 1992. Seafinding by hatchling sea turtles: role of brightness, silhouette, 
and beach slope as orientation cues. Behaviour. 122: 56-77.

•Down slope with no light
•Light over slope
•Bright over dim light
•Silhouette over uniform light
•Sound had no significant affect

How does a hatchling find the sea?



Different sequence of accelerations

1.Up
2.Back
3.Down
4.Forward

1.Up
2.Forward
3.Down
4.Back

O
P
E
N    

S
E
A

B
E
A
C
H



How does a Hatchling 
Find the deep Sea?
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Wave Rider



Behavioral Assay

Loggerhead
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Critical Period for Magnetic Map Sense?

movie



loggerhead
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Lohmann et al., (2001) Science 294:364-366.

How does a young turtle navigate the N.Atlantic Gyre?
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MJWE
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How does a female find her 
natal beach?
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movie



Homing
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Males return to foraging areas 
After breeding

Adults 
migrate to 
breeding areas

Nearshore foraging areas 
(immature and adult turtles)

Pelagic Nursery Stage
(5-20 years in the 
open ocean)

After laying a final 
clutch of eggs, females 
also return to the 
foraging areas

Shallow-water internesting area

(females return to 
nest ~ every 2 weeks)

Eggs hatch in 
about 50 - 80 days; 
hatchlings emerge 
and enter the ocean

Breeding Area

Foraging Area

Nesting Area

Open Sea



Movement and 
orientation

Don’t write here

dispersal hominghunting migration

Navigation = Targeting distant goals across unfamiliar territory
Taxis = hitching – uses direct measure of goal
Ded Reckoning = path integration – requires logging
Piloting  - requires a map (familiarity)    
Navigation – requires a map and a compass
Charting – requires a map, compass, and “map sense”



Males return to foraging areas 
After breeding

Adults 
migrate to 
breeding areas

Nearshore foraging areas 
(immature and adult turtles)

Pelagic Nursery Stage
(5-20 years in the 
open ocean)

After laying a final 
clutch of eggs, females 
also return to the 
foraging areas

Shallow-water internesting area

(females return to 
nest ~ every 2 weeks)

Eggs hatch in 
about 50 - 80 days; 
hatchlings emerge 
and enter the ocean

Breeding Area

Foraging Area

Nesting Area

Open Sea

Navigation: can use
Magnetic compass

Taxis: Light cues, beach slope
Wave direction sets magnetic

compass

Hitching and Magnetic
charting: can use
Magnetic map-sense
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diversion
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Northern Extreme

Neutral

Southern Extreme

juvenile Chinook salmon respond to 
magnetic fields like those at the latitudinal 
extremes of their ocean range by orienting in 
directions that would, in each case, lead 
toward their marine feeding grounds. 

Current Biology, Volume 24, Issue 4, 17 February 2014, Pages R153-R155

Charting – requires a map, 
compass, and “map sense”



"Sexual selection depends on the success of certain individuals 
over others of the same sex, in the arena of competition for 
reproduction; while natural selection depends on the success of 
individuals of either sex, at all ages, in all arenas of competition 
for general conditions of life. "

Sexual selection is a special case or a subset of Natural Selection

(Darwin as edited by Suzy)



"The sexual struggle is of two kinds: 
-- in the one it is between the individuals of the same sex, 
generally the males, in order to drive away or kill their rivals, the 
females remaining passive; 
-- while in the other, the struggle is likewise between the 
individuals of the same sex, in order to excite or charm those of 
the opposite sex, generally the females, which no longer remain 
passive, but select the more agreeable partners."



"The sexual struggle is of two kinds: 
-- in the one it is between the individuals of the same sex, 
generally the males, in order to drive away or kill their rivals, the 
females remaining passive; 
-- while in the other, the struggle is likewise between the 
individuals of the same sex, in order to excite or charm those of 
the opposite sex, generally the females, which no longer remain 
passive, but select the more agreeable partners."

Male Competition
Intra-sexual selection

Female Choice
Inter-sexual selection



Darwin/Wallace

“variation in male 
traits”

“why a 1:1 sex ratio”

Not always 1:1 ratio

Handicap theory

Parasite load



Bateman

1) males are limited by the access to females while females 
are limited by resources.
2) males have greater variance than females with regard to 
the number of mates they have.
3) Therefore, males have greater variance than females with 
regard to the number of offspring they produce.


